
Amazfit GTS 4 Smartwatch, 1,75", 
AMOLED touch screen, waterproof 5 

ATM, GPS, Bluetooth calling, White

DESCRIPTION

Enjoy and control your sports sessions with the new Amazfit GTS 4 smartwatch 

model thanks to its more than 150 sports modes. A smartwatch that has a large 

AMOLED screen with a careful design that adapts in the best way to your day to 

day thanks to its multiple functions such as its GPS or its Bluetooth calls, among 

many other things.

Find your sport mode

More than 150 sport modes are waiting for you on this watch to track your 

physical activity in detail: calories burned, heart rate, duration of workouts...

Its PeakBeats function will show you the data of your sports sessions once you 

have finished with data such as maximum oxygen consumption, training load... In 

addition, it is compatible with some of the top apps on the market such as Strava 

or Adidas Running.

Maximum visibility

The Amazfit GTS 4's huge, colourful AMOLED HD display will make viewing all 

the information on your watch a super-pleasant experience. From here you can 

receive incoming call information, notifications, health and sport data and much 

more.

In addition, you can fully customise your screen by choosing from over 150 watch 

faces. You can also add widgets of your choice and include your own photos as 

wallpaper.

A sensor that takes care of your health

The GTS 4 debuts the new BioTracker™ 4.0 PPG biometric sensor, enhanced with 

2 LED's and an ultra-thin 0.4 millimetre glass base, which is capable of collecting 

33% more accurate data than the previous generation.

This smartwatch is capable of tracking your health, monitoring your heart rate 

and blood oxygen saturation throughout the day, and alerting you if it detects any 

abnormalities in the measurements. It also includes many other options such as 

sleep tracking, breathing quality, stress monitoring and much more.

Your daily companion

If you're looking for a smartwatch that syncs with your daily routine, the GTS 4 

will give you all the features you're looking for. A watch that syncs with your 

mobile phone and allows you to receive real-time alerts and notifications and 

answer your Bluetooth calls.

Its GPS function and 5ATM water resistance will make it the perfect fit for your 

day-to-day adventures. It is also compatible with your personal voice assistants 

like Alexa or Google Home thanks to its new Zepp 2.0.

Up to 30 days of unlimited battery life

The Amazfit GTS 4's 300 mAh battery is designed to provide up to 8 days* of 

typical daily use, up to 4 days* of heavy use, up to 16 hours* with GPS enabled and 

up to 30 days* in Power Save Mode.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Weight 27 g

Dimensions 4.27 x 3.65 x 0.99 cm

Color White

Connectivity Bluetooth 5.0 compatible + BLE 4.0

Compatibility Android 7.0 / iOS 12 and higher

Material Dual-layer silica

Autonomy Up to 8 days

Charging time 2 hours

Battery 300 mAh

Degree of protection 5 ATM

APP Zepp

Display 1.75" AMOLED touchscreen

Sensor BioTracker 4.0 PPG biometric sensor

Heart rate monitoring Yes

Oxygen saturation Yes

Screen shape Square

Sleep monitoring Yes

Alert Yes

Charge Magnetic

Phone calls Yes

Alert Yes

Stripes Interchangeable (20mm), Adjustable for 
wrists from 140 to 200 mm
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STRENGTHS
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REF. ORGTS4IVO EAN: 6972596105879 Recommended retail price: €202.92
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